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Abstract

Modelling activities in crowded scenes is very challeng-

ing as object tracking is not robust in complicated scenes

and optical flow does not capture long range motion. We

propose a novel approach to analyse activities in crowded

scenes using a “bag of particle trajectories”. Particle tra-

jectories are extracted from foreground regions within short

video clips using particle video, which estimates long range

motion in contrast to optical flow which is only concerned

with inter-frame motion. Our applications include temporal

video segmentation and anomaly detection, and we perform

our evaluation on several real-world datasets containing

complicated scenes. We show that our approaches achieve

state-of-the-art performance for both tasks.

1. Introduction

The large number of cameras present in public environ-

ments (i.e. airports, shopping centres) means that automatic

solutions are required to adqeuately monitor all incomming

feeds. Recently, there has been an increasing interest in

modelling activities in crowded scenes, and detecting ab-

normal events [1, 3, 7, 18, 21]. Due to the number of events

that are possible in a surveillance scene, it is rarely practical

to list all events beforehand or label the abnormal events in

the training dataset. Many algorithms [1, 3, 7, 9, 19, 21] ap-

ply unsupervised learning approaches and assume that un-

usual events are those that have low likelihoods within a

training dataset. The definition of the unusual events, how-

ever, is closely linked to the features used by the algorithms.

Due to the challenges of tracking objects in a crowded

scene, many algorithms [7, 10, 11, 19, 17] extract local

features that are not directly associated with individual ob-

jects, such as a Mixture of Dynamic Textures (MDTs) [10],

motion vectors [17] or optical flow feature representations

[7, 19, 1].

The features outlined above can be used with a variety

of learning models to detect abnormalities, such as Gaus-

sian Mixture Models (GMM) [13], Hidden Markov Models

[3], Probabilistic Topic Models [9, 7, 19, 24], Sparse Cod-

ing [22, 23] and graph based non-linear subspace models

[17]. In [9], Li et al. proposed to represent events in a 10

dimensional feature vector, including information on loca-

tion, shape and motion. A GMM is trained to cluster the

events into discrete codewords. Cascade topic models are

proposed to model both regional and global context. Appli-

cations such as unusual event detection and temporal video

segmentation are shown using this technique. However, the

motion features are derived from optical flow, which only

captures motion for sucessive frames, and is inaccurate in

textureless regions.

We propose a novel approach to model activities in com-

plicated scenes such as those in [9], by analysing trajecto-

ries over short video clips (i.e. 10 seconds). Within each

clip, we first perform a background subtraction to locate

moving objects [8]. Particle trajectories for foreground re-

gions are extracted using the particle video algorithm [14].

A Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is applied to the tra-

jectory, taking the first few coefficients of the transformed

trajectory as our feature vector. K-means is used to quan-

tize the features and build a codebook. We demonstrate the

proposed feature for anomaly detection and temporal video

segmentation using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and

a combination of LDA and compressed sensing (CS).

This Section introduces our algorithm in detail. From

Section 2.1 to Section 2.4, we present the particle trajectory

construction, trajectory clustering using DFT coefficients,

anomaly detection and temporal video segmentation respec-

tively.

1.1. Particle Trajectory Construction

To construct the particle trajectories, we use the parti-

cle video algorithm proposed in [14]. Particle video is a

technique for motion estimation using long range point tra-

jectories. A preprocessing step for particle video is optical

flow computation using [5]. There are five steps in parti-
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cle video: propagation, linking, optimisation, pruning and

addition.

The propagation step is almost equivalent to the “par-

ticle advection” step in [11, 21]. Let u(x, y, t − 1) and

v(x, y, t − 1) be the horizontal and vertical pixel (x, y) ve-

locities respectively at frame t− 1. Particle i is propagated

to frame t using,

xi(t) = xi(t− 1) + ui(xi(t− 1), yi(t− 1), t− 1), (1)

yi(t) = yi(t− 1) + vi(xi(t− 1), yi(t− 1), t− 1). (2)

Particles located on the same surface will have similar tra-

jectories. The linking algorithm merges similar particle tra-

jectories in a neighbourhood into a single trajectory. Then,

a particle optimisation algorithm is used to determine the

final location where appearance features such as colour and

gradient are also considered. This step can also be used

to remove the non-rigid decomposition of the movements.

Particles associated with stationary or occluded objects are

removed through particle pruning. The algorithm also adds

particles in the gaps between existing particles to allow for

new regions of motion to be monitored.

However, in any given scene there are a large number of

particles located in the background regions, which should

be removed. In our application, we first perform a back-

ground subtraction using online GMMs [8].

Figure 1. Particle Trajectories in Foreground Regions. Top Left:

original image; Top Right: particle trajectories without back-

ground subtraction; Bottom Left: foreground image; Bottom

Right: particle trajectories with background subtraction.

Figure 1 shows the effect of background subtraction. It

can be seen that by considering only trajectories that lie

in foreground regions, a large amount of noise is removed.

However, since the background subtraction algorithm does

detect some false motion, there are still some trajectories in

the background that need to be removed. Given a trajec-

tory Z, let xmin and xmax be the minimum and maximum

of the horizontal location; ymin and ymax be the minimum

and maximum of the vertical location; and T be the dura-

tion of the trajectory (i.e. the number of frames it is tracked

over). We remove trajectories that satisfy

(T < ε) ∪ (| xmax − xmin | + | ymax − ymin |< σ), (3)

where ε and σ are thresholds.

1.2. Trajectory Clustering using DFT Coefficients

Following the trajectory construction, the trajectories are

encoded to create a codebook. Here, we make use of the

Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). The DFT has long been

used for information retrieval of time series data in se-

quence databases [2]. Given that the trajectories can be

viewed as two dimensional time series data, this technique

has been used in trajectory clustering [12]. We pad each

sequence with 0s to fix the length to n points. A trajec-

tory, Z, is described by a sequence of locations in time. We

separate the sequence into a horizontal series and a verti-

cal series, which are denoted as X = [x1, x2, ..., xN ] and

Y = [y1, y2, ..., yN ]. We take the Fourier Transform sepa-

rately on the two signals,

Xf =
1√
n

n−1∑

i=0

xiexp(
−j2πft

n
), f = 0, 1, ..., n− 1 (4)

Yf =
1√
n

n−1∑

i=0

yiexp(
−j2πft

n
). f = 0, 1, ..., n− 1 (5)

The DC components, X0and Y0, are removed (this differs

from [12]), and we select the first M frequency compo-

nents. Since Xf and Yf are complex values, we can rep-

resent them in two vectors with a size of 2M (M real and

M imaginary coefficients). We concatenate the Fourier co-

efficients for X and Y, creating a feature vector of length

4M . K-means is used to cluster the features and build the

codebook.

We argue that this approach has the following benefits:1)

Projecting data into an orthogonal basis (i.e the Fourier

Transform basis) can achieve decorrelation of the data, ben-

efiting the K-means algorithm where the Euclidean distance

is used. 2) Using the first M low frequency components is

equivalent to dimension reduction; as the trajectories have

variable lengths, it is not easy to perform dimension reduc-

tion in the time domain; 3) Because the DC components are

sensitive to the location and the temporal duration of the tra-

jectories; by removing them we can better capture motion

characteristics.

Figure 2 demonstrates that the first 11 frequency com-

ponents can be used to distinguish between the horizontal

and vertical trajectories. Furthermore, it can be seen that by

removing the DC component, the two trajectories are more

easily distinguishable.

1.3. Anomaly Detection

This section will introduce our application for anomaly

detection.The first step is dimension reduction using Latent
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Figure 2. DFT coefficients of trajectory. Left: horizontal and vertical trajectories. Middle: the first 11 DFT coefficients (including DC).

Right: DFT coefficients after removing DC component. Removing the DC component emphasises the difference in the trajectories.

Dirichlet Allocation [4]. Each trajectory is quantised into a

“word” using K-means as discussed in Section 2.2. A short

video clip is represented by a histogram of words (“docu-

ment”). The long video sequence from which the “docu-

ments” are taken, is the “corpus”. A “topic” is a multino-

mial distribution of words, which are likely to occur within

a short video clip. The number of topics, K, is set manu-

ally. The distribution of topics, θ, draws from a Dirichlet

distribution which is controlled by the Dirichlet parameter,

α. In order to be consistent with [4], we denote w as the

words, and z as the labels of words to the K topics. Let the

word probabilities for the topics be denoted by β, which is

a k × V matrix where V is the size of the vocabulary and

βij = p(wj |zi). Parameters such as α and β are trained

by a variational inference EM algorithm [4], with the varia-

tional parameters Φ and γ, where γ is the posterior Dirichlet

parameter with the same size as θ, and Φ is the multinomial

parameter with the same size as β. They have the following

relationship:

Φni ∝ βiwn
exp{Eq[log(θi) | γ]}; γi = αi +

N∑

n=1

Φni.

(6)

The document likelihood is, however, sensitive to the to-

tal number of words in the document. Due to the variational

EM algorithm [4], documents with more words tends to pro-

duce a lower likelihood. To solve this problem, we seek to

represent the documents in the topic simplex. In the topic

simplex, a document can be represented by either θ or γ.

In this way, LDA is used for dimension reduction [4] by

representing the document as γ.

Then the next step is to detect outlier patterns in terms

of the training data. Since in many cases the data points

may not lie at a single low-dimensional subspace, it is more

robust to project the data into a higher dimensional space,

termed a union of low dimensional manifolds [15]. For this

reason, we use compressed sensing to detect outliers. Fol-

lowing [20] from face recognition, given M documents, we

construct the basis set (dictionary) as

B = [γ1, γ2, . . . , γM ].

An input, y, is considered to be a sparse linear superposition

over the basis set, such that y = Bx, where x is the sparse

coefficient. In the detection process, given a new observa-

tion, y
′

, we need to compute the sparse coefficients, x
′

, that

can be used to best represent y
′

. Since the training dataset

only contains normal items, an abnormal observation will

cause a high reconstruction error, | y′ − Bx
′ |2, based on

which anomalies are detected. In our application, we use

the Dantzig Selector [6] to compute the sparse coefficients,

min ‖ x ‖l1 s.t ‖ BT (y −Bx) ‖l∞< ξ, (7)

where ξ is a positive scalar.

Alternatively, we can detect the anomalies using LDA

only by identifying the low likelihood documents, or use

compressive sensing directly without dimension reduction.

In the latter approach, the Danzig selector will become a

least squares problem with a sparsity constraint. In Sec-

tion 3, we will compare these three approaches on several

datasets.

1.4. Temporal Video Segmentation

The task of temporal video segmentation is to cluster the

video clips into groups that describe the dominant modes

within the scene. Like Section 2.3, we use LDA as the

learning model. We compute the topic distribution by first

marginalising Φ over all documents in the corpus, followed

by normalization. We have two approaches for this task. In

the first approach, we define a topic as a dominant mode.

In this case, the number of topics is set to the number of

dominant modes. We find the maximum value of θ for each

video clip, and cluster the clip into that group.

The second approach is to use the topic distribution as

the feature. K-means is subsequently used to cluster the

documents. However, one topic may have a much higher

weight than others in all video clips. Thus we first per-

form normalization over the corpus to ensure a more even

distribution of topic weights. Let θid be the probability

of topic i in document d, θi,max and θi,min be the max-

imum and minimun values for the probabilities of topic

i over all documents in the corpus respectively. We set

θid =
θid−θi,min

θi,max−θi,min
.



Figure 3. Sample images from the dataset for anomaly detection.

Left image: normal case. Right image: Abnormal case

2. Experiments

We evaluate our proposed system for the tasks of

anomaly detection and temporal video segmentation. The

datasets used in our evaluation are presented in Section 3.1.

Section 3.2 shows the results for anomaly detection and

Section 3.3 shows the results for temporal video segmen-

tation.

2.1. Database Specification

Our experiments are conducted on two datasets, the

QMUL traffic datasets 1 and a real world surveillance

dataset on a university campus (the Campus dataset) 2. Fig-

ure 3 shows a normal and an abnormal scene for the Cam-

pus dataset. Both the training and test data are one hour

long video clips, and contain a mixture of crowd densities.

The normal activities include pedestrians entering or exiting

the building, entering or exiting a lecture theatre (yellow

door), and going to the the counter at the bottom right of

the image. The abnormal events are caused by heavy rain

outside, and include people running in from the rain, and

people walking towards the door to exit and turning back.

We divide the video sequence into clips of 10 seconds du-

ration. Thus both the training and test dataset contains 360

video clips. We manually annotate the video clips during

the heavy rain as abnormal video clips. In total, there are

77 abnormal video clips. For the QMUL dataset, we use the

same groundtruth as [9], which is also annotated at the clip

level. This dataset contains two environments: the Junction

dataset and the Roundabout dataset. Each dataset contains

about one hour of real world traffic surveillance footage.

The abnormal events defined in this dataset are dangerous

driving, traffic rule violations, interrupting the traffic flow,

and rare maneauvers such as U-turns. The Junction Dataset

contains 73 video clips for training and 39 video clips for

testing. The Roundabout dataset contains 144 video clips

for training and 59 video clips for testing. The QMUL

dataset is also used to evaluate the temporal segmentation.

In terms of [9], there are two temporal phases: vertical and

horizontal flow (See Figure 4).

1http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/ jianli/Junction.html

http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/ jianli/Roundabout.html
2The dataset is available upon request from the authors. A video show-

ing an example of the dataset is provided as supplementary material.

Figure 4. QMUL Traffic Dataset. Top: Junction dataset. Bottom:

Roundabout Dataset. Left: Horizontal flow. Middle: Vertical flow.

Right: Abnormal events. In the Junction dataset, a fire engine

interrupted the normal traffic flow; in the roundabout dataset, a

white car break the traffic light.

2.2. Anomaly Detection Evaluation

To extract and encode the trajectories (see Sections 2.1

and 2.2), we perform a 300 point DFT and exact the first

10 low frequency components, disregarding the DC com-

ponent. K-Means is used to build a codebook of size 500.

Given the same feature, we use three approaches to detect

anomalies: 1) using LDA only; 2) using CS only; and 3) the

combination of LDA and CS outlined in Section 2.3. The

number of topics is set to 30 for the Campus dataset, 10 for

the Junction dataset, and 48 for the Roundabout dataset.

Figure 5 shows the ROC curves for all datasets. We com-

pare our algorithm with [9] in Table 1. Results demon-

strated in Figure 5 and Table 1 are achieved when the pa-

rameters are well initialized 3. In the Campus dataset, all

three approaches have AUCs higher than 0.9, demonstrat-

ing the suitability of the proposed feature across a variety of

classifiers. In the Junction dataset, using the proposed fea-

ture and LDA, we achieve an AUC as 0.5887, which signif-

icantly outperforms the equivalent system in [9] (0.3871).

Using LDA or CS only with our feature, we are unable

to match the performance of Cas-LDA or Cas-pLDA [9].

However, the proposed combination of LDA and CS intro-

duced in Section 2.3, is able to slightly outperform Cas-

pLSA and match the performance of Cas-LDA (see Table

1). The number of topics, which is typically is set us-

ing Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes (HDP) [16], is selected

through experimentation. This is because, for the proposed

combination of LDA and CS, the number of topics that fit

the LDA does not fit the LDA-CS combination. For ex-

ample, in the Junction dataset HDP learns the number of

topics as 3. The plot in Figure 6 shows that despite this be-

ing optimal for LDA, it is far from optimal for the proposed

LDA+CS approach. The performance is also highly related

to the number of codewords (the number of clusters in the

K-means). We observed that significant improvement can

3We randomly initialise the LDA parameters, run experiments ten

times, and select the best results.
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Figure 5. ROC curves. Left: QMUL Junction Dataset. Middle: QMUL Roundabout Dataset. Right: Campus Dataset.

MOHMM

[9]

MCTM

[7]

Cas-

pLSA

[9]

LDA[9] Cas-

LDA[9]

Proposed

LDA

Proposed

CS

Proposed

LDA+CS

Junction 0.6351 0.3911 0.8024 0.3871 0.8589 0.5887 0.5726 0.8105

Round 0.6730 0.5579 0.7154 0.6761 0.7374 0.5283 0.5346 0.7767

Campus NA NA NA NA NA 0.9290 0.9202 0.9108
Table 1. AUC for anomaly detection. The proposed LDA+CS outperforms using LDA only and CS only, slightly outperforms Cas-pLDA

and match the performance of Cas-LDA.
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Figure 6. ROC curves using different codebook size and number of

topics. The left image shows the ROC curve using various number

of topics for the Junction dataset. The right image shows the ROC

curve using various codebook size for the roundabout dataset.

be obtained when using a larger size codebook. The right

plot in Figure 6 shows the ROC curves for the Roundabout

dataset when using a codebook of size 500, 1000, and 2500.

When the codebook size is set into 2500, an AUC as high as

0.8428 is achieved, far better from using a codebook of 500

size (0.7767), and exceeding the performance of Cas-LDA

(0.7374) and Cas-pLDA (0.7154) in [9]. However, a larger

codebook is more computationally expensive.

Since we follow [9] and cut the video into clips, we only

have 73 clips in the Junction and 144 in the Roundabout

dataset for training; far from enough to train a stable classi-

fier. Thus performance of the experiments is highly related

to the initialisation of the LDA parameters, α and β. To

look at the effect of the initialisation of parametres, we run

the LDA classifier experiments 10 times and compute the

average AUCs 4. In the Roundabout dataset, the joint ap-

proach has an average AUC of 0.6491 compared to 0.5245

4In the approach using compressed sensing only, we don’t perform

multiple experiments as there are no model parameters to initialise.

(LDA) and 0.5346 (CS), although we do achieve an aver-

age AUC of 0.7211 for the joint approach with a codebook

size of 2500. In the Junction dataset, the joint approach has

an average AUC of 0.5891 compared to 0.5839 (LDA) and

0.5726 (CS). In the campus dataset, the joint approach has

an average AUC as 0.7518, worse than the average AUC of

LDA only (0.9290) and compressed sensing (0.9202). We

observed that using LDA achieves the best performance for

the campus dataset. This is because the unusual events in

this dataset are caused by a heavy rain outside the building.

The crowd density for the unusual events is higher than the

normal case, which results in a larger number of words in

those video clips. The EM algorithm in LDA usually reports

a lower likelihood with a larger document, resulting in the

superior performance. From this evaluation it is clear that

the proposed feature system is capable of performing very

well, exceeding [9], however performance is dependent on

how the system is initialised.

2.3. Temporal Video Segmentation Evaluation

To evaluate temporal video segmentation, we use the

QMUL Traffic dataset as used in [9]. We use the same con-

figuration and groundtruth as [9] to segment the video clips

into the vertical and horizontal flow phase.

As outlined in Section 2.4, we use two approaches for

video segmentation: using LDA only (1) and using both

LDA and K-means (2). We conduct experiments 10 times

to get the average segmentation accuracies, which are re-

ported in Table 2 and compared with [9]. If the same classi-

fier (LDA) is used, our approach (1) outperforms [9] signifi-

cantly, especially for the Junction dataset where we achieve



LDA

[9]

Cas-

LDA

[9]

Proposed

(1)

Proposed

(2)

Junction 61.5% 87.2% 92.31% 91.28%

Round 55.9% 74.6% 60.17% 76.25%
Table 2. Temporal Video Segmentation Accuracy. The term, Our

Approach (1), means the way only using LDA; the term, Our Ap-

proach (2), means the way using both LDA and K-means

Figure 7. A video clip often mismatched. Sample images from

Junction test dataset Clip 30. Left: the first frame; Right: the last

frame.

an average segmentation accuracy of 92.31% (compared to

Cas-LDA which achieves 87.2%).

When combining LDA and K-means, we set the num-

ber of topics into 10. We cluster the topic distributions

into 2 clusters using K-means 5. We have an average ac-

curacy of 91.28% for the Junction dataset, and 76.25% for

the Roundabout Dataset, outperforming the Cas-LDA ap-

proach of [9]. We observe that the majority of the classi-

fication errors are caused by ambiguities in the dataset. In

clip 30 of the Junction dataset, there are several vehicles

moving horizontally in the first 200 frames, and a lot of ve-

hicles in the far field begin to move vertically in the last 100

frames. Our algorithm often classifies it as horizontal flow,

though the ground truth annotates it as vertical. Figure 7

shows sample images from this clip. If we only use LDA,

the result will be more stable. If we use LDA and K-means,

the results are more dependant initialisation of the K centres

in K-Means, but provided the centres are well initialised the

approach can achieve superior performance.

3. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a novel approach to

analysing activities in crowded scenes using the DFT coef-

ficients of particle trajectories. The proposed approach has

been applied to both anomaly detection and temporal video

segmentation, and state-of-the-art performance is achieved.

To the best of the authors knowledge, the feature we used

has not been used for activity surveillance before. We also

observe that that by using Latent Dirichlet Allocation for di-

mension reduction and then detecting outliers by projecting

the data into a high dimensional space, improved perfor-

mance for anomaly detection can be achieved.

5We initialise the K-means centers with a vector by randomly setting

half the elements to 1 and the other half to 0
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